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The Initial Transition
Whether your current Macintosh is one product-cycle behind your next Macintosh or several generations older, for the first few months, a new Macintosh always feels faster than the old one. This is because it IS faster. However, after the initial transition period, which varies for each user, the Macintosh no longer seems very fast. This is because, subconsciously, we "anticipate" when a task will be completed and "expect" the overall speed we are now experiencing. This is "us" adjusting to the technology.

This is similar to our experience when cooking. Whether you're boiling water on the stove or cookin' up some great food on the outdoor grill, if you've done this often enough, you'll have a built-in sense of "when" the cooked food will be close to being done. If we change our stove from gas to electric or our grill from charcoal to gas, we find ourselves a bit lost, until we get used to the "timing" (the speed) of the new "technology".

Why Isn't The New Computer Faster?
Reading the "specs" (the product's technical specifications or "details") and comparing those with your current Macintosh, even if your current Mac is just one product-cycle behind, you'd think the new Macintosh would be at least twice as fast. However, after bringing the new model home and comparing their performance side-by-side, you notice that the new one is not really "twice" as fast. Why is this?

The bottom-line is… There's no way to tell exactly how fast a new Macintosh will behave in the real world. Before buying the new model, you studied its specs — which is all we can do, short of trying it out in the store. However, the specs only provide the details of the "hardware" technology. You must keep in mind the "software" this new Macintosh will come with and the main piece of software is its "Operating System".

The Operating System, Mac OS X in this case, controls the hardware (so we can burn CDs, print and attach devices like cameras, Flash Drives, etc.), manages the various programs we use and provides the "Graphical User Interface" ("GUI" pronounced goo-ee) so we can interact with the "computer").

You may say… "Well, my current Macintosh is using the same version of the Operating System as the new model, so both of them are equal, which means the new model should be a lot faster than the old one but it seems to work only a little faster."

We have to remember that the hardware in both Macs is different. Although the Operating System is the same, it can only activate hardware technologies IF they are available. For example, Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger) displays an interesting (eye-candy) water-ripple effect whenever a new Widget is added to Dashboard. However, if the graphics capability is not powerful enough in the older Mac, you won't see this effect. Since the new Macintosh has more hardware technology, the Operating System has to work with more functions (more of the things it was designed to do). In doing this, the entire computer doesn't quite work at a "twice" as fast pace as a previous model.

Where Will It End?
There seems to be an endless cycle of more powerful hardware followed by more capable software, etc.

With the first Macintosh models capable of only displaying black and white images, I thought "Once they have hardware which will display computer graphics in color, we wont need any more technology and any new Macs after that point will only get faster and faster." That was a very restricted theory. I had forgotten one small factor… It is human nature to invent things and to constantly find new uses for "old" things.

After the early Macs could produce 256 colors, technology improved and we went to 32,768 colors. Today our Macs can easily produce millions and in some cases billions of colors. Our Macs also have transparency effects, water ripple simulations, surround sound, wireless networking (sharing information between computers) and even wireless devices (such as the keyboard, mouse and some printers, using Bluetooth technology).

You'd think by now, the technology creators have exhausted all the things a computer could possibly do and any new Macs would simply be faster and faster. Well, we'd be wrong again. Yesterday (1/23/07) I read an excerpt from one of Apple's patents. It's for a 3D graphical technology. Now, there's no real way to tell exactly what Apple intends to use this technology for but "my guess" would be, in a future Operating System version (maybe Mac OS X 11), Apple would build a 3D interface into it. Files, folders and programs would be suspended or attached to a point in 3D space, instead of the flat Desktop and menubar we have today.

After that, maybe they will stop adding new functions to computers. Well, maybe not… Years ago, I heard that some people were working on a way to display images, and ultimately information, in real, holographic 3D right on your desk — no monitor, just a projection. We would be able to interact with it just by touching it. So it looks like this is a never-ending progression of technology.

Slowing Down Your Mac
Sometimes, we unintentionally slow down our Macs. We do this by adding devices (peripherals and extra hardware) and software which requires the CPU's attention. The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the main "brain" in a computer. These days, even Apple's "consumer-level" Macs, such as the iMac, have more than one CPU. Even so, the CPU controls all the major process within the computer and each CPU can really only perform a limited number of tasks at any one moment.

Each time we ad a program which needs constant attention or updating, we tax the CPU just a tiny bit. Although we're only talking nanoseconds (billionths of a second) here, with enough hits (taxing functions) to the CPU, you'll begin to see a slight overall decrease in the computer's responsiveness.

A few examples of taxing programs are:
•	Clocks,
•	Activity monitors,
•	Automatic web page updating,
•	Web pages which contain animating (moving) images. (These items are copied from the Internet and onto your hard drive. Once they're stored, they begin to animate. It's your Mac's CPU which is being used to move those images.),
•	Dashboard Widgets which are constantly updated, such as the Weather and Stocks Widgets,
•	Type-ahead programs (where you enter a few characters and the program automatically replaces them with a longer word, phrase or paragraph),
•	Macros (These are programs which remain in the background and are always waiting and watching your keystrokes. If you press certain key combinations it will spring into action and perform one or more tasks which you have pre-programmed.
•	Added peripherals can also sometimes slow things just a bit — especially when performing a search with Spotlight. Unless you instructed Spotlight not to search an external Flash Drive or extra hard drive, it will. Although Spotlight is extremely fast when searching, having those items connected means Spotlight will continually look at them when updating its database of stored information.

These programs make our computer experience a lot easier and our work more accurate and more efficient. If you understand that they slow down the computer slightly and "may" contribute to incompatibilities, then that's fine. If you'd rather have the fastest Macintosh you can have, then you may want to cut back or eliminate those taxing items.

Here's my personal situation where I learned about this first-hand…
Several years ago, I bought a used Macintosh because mine was not able to keep up with all the things I wanted to do and the newer one, although not the newest model available, would out-perform my current Mac.

When I went over to pick it up at the owner's house, he said he still had some information on his old Mac which he wanted to transfer to his brand new, state-of-the-art Macintosh. So we set up both Macs side-by-side (about 1-foot apart).

After transferring all the items he wanted, I used Apple's included CDs to format (erase) the hard drive and install the Operating System on the Mac I had just purchased from him. While I did this, he set up his new Mac. He liked to use a lot of "bells-and-whistles programs" so he installed a macro program as well as a lot of other CPU-taxing software.

By the time I had finished, he had set up his new Mac pretty close to the way he wanted it. While we were talking and checking a few things in both Macs, we both noticed something very odd. My Mac (which is his "old" Mac) was now running noticeably faster than his brand new Mac! This is a true story.

As I explained, the reason his old Macintosh was now faster than his new one was because he had taxed the CPU to the point where it was actually noticeable.

He understands the situation and likes his Mac to do a lot of things for him so he's willing to sacrifice a small performance hit. "I", on the other hand like to have as much speed as I can possibly get out of my Mac. After all, "speed" is one of the main reasons I buy a new Macintosh. Why would I want to spend all that money on a new Mac just to have to respond more slowly than an older Mac?

As far as having the computer do all those things for me, like he set up in his Macintosh… During the first few years of owning my first Mac (beginning in 1986 with the MacPlus), I used to add lots of those helper (CPU-taxing) programs. As time went on, if a problem cropped up, it was usually caused by one of those programs, so I would have to remove it or buy an upgrade. Over time, I also realized that those programs are always waiting in the background for their turn to do something. Because of this, I realized they were slowing down my Macintosh so I began removing most of them. By the time I weaned myself down to just one or two, I decided they weren't worth the trouble and I could just as well perform those tasks myself. Since then, I've noticed at least one area of personal improvement. By ridding myself of the type-ahead program I used (so it would type phrases for me) I was forced to do all my own typing and now I type about 60-words per minute (without looking at the keyboard).
